THE KAGANOVICH SPEECH

THE SPEECH of Lazar M. Kaganovich, first Deputy Premier of the USSR at the Boeing Theater where the main event of the Soviet Union's 85th anniversary was observed, was significant in many respects. Noteworthy was its exposition of the policy of peaceful co-existence.

Kaganovich spoke of the new plant by the Soviet Union to develop with even greater vigor its new drive towards higher economic goals and improvement of living standards. He noted that this is "especially important from the point of view of the competition" between the socialist and capitalist countries.

The USSR, he observed, will not feel this peaceful competition, having raised its industrial production by 84 percent since 1930. On the contrary, he pointed out, the Soviet Union is mainly concerned with relaxation of tensions, an end of the cold war and "establishing of lasting, firm and peaceful relations" so the peaceful competitive struggle can be waged all the more intensely in the field of economy and sociocultural advancement.

Especially significant was the way Kaganovich ridiculed those who constantly predict the Second World War and contend with the idea that the USSR is "exporting" revolutions and imposes its will on peoples and movements of other lands.

Kaganovich observed that if socialism and Communist spread through the world before the era of radios and airplanes not a force that could stop them today. The ideas of socialism "have no frontiers" he said and they travel "without visas and fingerprints." Those ideas triumph through maturing developments within each country and the cooperation of 850,000,000 people, nearly 90 years ago, on this very point he said:

"There are people who believe that revolution can be brought into being by order in any country. These people are under a great misapprehension.

But these "lunatics or provocateurs" to whom Lenin referred are still around, and in very high places. Ironically, in that they seek to export the revolution to the land of socialism, the socialist countries totaling 850,000,000 people.

Gov. Harriman once pointed out, the other day that no relations can be maintained with the USSR unless the western powers are given a right to "export" their patrons' ideology into East Europe's new democracies. Dulles has repeatedly voiced similar demands.

Having found that the atom and hydrogen bombs did not scare the socialist countries, and forced by realities of life the reduction of armaments, entities of the Soviet Union are seeking to blackball the land of socialism with the threat of a continued cold war unless a "Bretton Woods" is signed. They seek to label these Lunatics if they believe they will get far with that tactic. And we should let our policy makers know that we want no more such lunacy.

ENFORCE THE LAW

THE UNITED STATES Supreme Court, in unanimous rulings last Monday, removed the color of legality from another segregated area of American life. Public recreational facilities restricted for use on the basis of race or color are now illegal. But there is a big gap between what is legal as interpreted by the court and what is permitted by law.

Enforced segregation in public accommodations has been investigated by the Commission on Civil Rights, by the NAACP and by novelist Ralph Ellison. Ellison has shown that "the color of legality is not the color of justice." But the Supreme Court has not been able to override the color of law, which is sometimes the color of law.

The Supreme Court's decision on segregation in public accommodations is a victory for all Americans, and a victory for the principle of equal justice under law. But the decision does not mean that the struggle for civil rights is over. There is still much work to be done in order to ensure that all Americans have equal rights. 

Nelson's Defense

By WM. Z. FOSTER

NEVER in the entire history of the U.S. has there been such a military-civilian conspiracy to deny the people and the whole American population the knowledge of a vital political fact. The American people are being denied the information that the Wall Street Journal, the New York Times, the Washington Post, and all other major newspapers are not reporting.

Taking advantage of existing world situation and a mania to keep the people in the dark, the re- 
societies have imitated themselves in terrorizing the people. The American people are being kept in the dark by an organization of the government and its institutions.

The facts are that the United States was not attacked, but was attacked by the South Africans in a plot to subvert and overthrow the South African government.

Nelson's Case is highly important, representing as it does an extreme danger to the country. It is obviously important in that the death of Nelson, as a result of the shooting of a South African officer, has led to a trial which is a test of the right to keep Africans in the dark.
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